Conclusions: LMM can be reliably used to construct typical patient PSA profiles following prostate cancer radiation therapy. Pre-treatment factors along with PSA evolution and the associated risk of recurrence provide an efficient and quantitative way to assess impact of risk factors on disease progression.
INTRODUCTION
The serum marker prostate-specific antigen (PSA) is widely used in making clinical decisions related to prostate cancer treated with external beam radiation therapy (EBRT). It stands alongside Gleason score and clinical T-stage as a well-characterized pre-treatment predictor of clinical outcome for clinically localized prostate cancer (1) (2) (3) . Subsequent to EBRT, PSA levels follow a broadly predictable path which may also have clinical prognostic significance. In cases where EBRT has been successful, PSA levels typically fall to a nadir level over the first post-treatment year and henceforth remaining stable at these low levels (4, 5) . In cases of subsequent therapeutic failure however, a superimposed rising PSA pattern is usually the initial evidence of recurrence. These asymptomatic but rising PSA levels almost universally precede the development of clinically apparent prostate cancer recurrence (6) (7) (8) .
During the phase described by asymptomatic and rising PSA levels, kinetic indices such as PSA doubling time and velocity have been associated with a worsened clinical outcome (9) (10) (11) . As such, PSA kinetics are often incorporated into the clinical decision-making process of when to initiate salvage therapy; a decision which is typically made prior to the development of symptomatic disease in contemporary practice (12) . However, exactly which features of the post-treatment profile of PSA should be used in decision-making is not settled presently. A simple approach is to reduce the PSA rise to a binary variable.
The well known concept of biochemical failure (bF) is one such variable, which in the radiation therapy literature has been defined as three consecutive rises (13) or more recently as a PSA rise of 2 ng/mL or more above the PSA nadir (14) . This latter definition has been shown to be associated with clinical failure (8) . However, as PSA is a continuous variable this dichotomous reduction may not provide optimal prognostic information (15) .
More accurate prediction of clinical recurrence can be obtained by a unification of the relationships between pre-treatment prognostic factors, post-therapy PSA kinetics and clinical recurrence. Based on our previously published concept for such a model (16) , we now aim to refine and further investigate the HAL author manuscript inserm-00263863, version 1
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relationship between post-therapy PSA kinetics and risk of recurrence in multiple large datasets. This risk model quantifies the average post-radiation PSA trajectory which could be expected across heterogeneous patient populations. It includes pre-treatment prognostic factors that influence the PSA profile, and assesses the predictive value of the pattern of PSA for risk of clinical failure, providing unique insights into the role that post-therapy PSA monitoring plays in mediating the effect of prognostic factors.
METHODS and MATERIALS

Patient cohort
All eligible cases had clinically localized prostate cancer of clinical stage T1-4, were node-and metastasis-negative, and treated with EBRT. Loco-regional and systemic disease was assessed at the discretion of the treating physician, and typically included computed tomography of the abdomen and pelvis, along with whole body bone scanning. Surgical staging of lymph nodes was done in <1% of cases.
Those having planned neoadjuvant or adjuvant androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) were ineligible.
Cases were drawn from five cohorts, four of which are previously described: University of Michigan, Michigan, USA (UM) (16) (19, 20) . All data were acquired under Institutional Review Board approval at the respective institutions and at UM, where the data were aggregated and analysed.
In summary, EBRT (either 2D or 3D conformal) was targeted to the prostate or prostate plus seminal vesicles depending on clinical risk. Whole pelvic radiotherapy was not routinely performed. All cases were required to have at least one year follow-up without clinical recurrence or salvage ADT and at least two PSA measurements before end of follow-up. All PSA measures collected after EBRT until the end of follow-up (minimum time to clinical recurrence or lost to follow-up) or initiation of salvage ADT were analysed. Complete PSA, clinical failure and salvage therapy histories were individually assessed for data consistency. All PSA measures were logarithmically transformed using ln(PSA+0.1 ng/mL) to satisfy HAL author manuscript inserm-00263863, version 1
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normality assumptions for inclusion in the statistical models.
Prognostic factors evaluated were Gleason score category (2-6, 7, 8-10), T-stage category (1, 2, 3 or 4), pre-treatment (initial) level of PSA (iPSA; transformed on continuous scale to iPSA = ln(iPSA+0.1 ng/mL)), age at onset of EBRT and radiation dose. Two measures of dose were considered, the crude total dose (D) defined as the sum of all fractional doses given during therapy, and a corrected total dose (D C ). The D C accounts for the differing dose per fraction (d j ) across the J total fractions using a linear-quadratic relationship (the α/β ratio):
)/(α/β + 2), which is the equivalent total dose as if all fractions were 2Gy. A recent analysis suggested an α/β ratio in the range of 2 to 5Gy (20) , hence α/β=4
was used in the analysis.
Due to the multicenter nature of the dataset, clinical recurrence assessment was not uniform for frequency or indication across the cohorts, and for the RBH cohort clinical recurrence data was unavailable. In order to reduce biases due to follow-up variations between cohorts, a common clinical failure criterion was applied as any of the following: distant metastases, nodal recurrence, any palpable or biopsy-detected local recurrence three years or later after radiation; any local recurrence within 3 years of EBRT if the most previous PSA was >2 ng/mL; death from prostate cancer. This definition was to allow for the possibility of residual local disease. In patients with more than one clinical recurrence, only the first was used.
Statistical analysis
Distributions of prognostic factors over cohorts were compared using a Kruskall Wallis test for continuous variables and a χ 2 -test for categorical variables.
PSA evolution following EBRT was analysed by a linear mixed model (LMM) (21) with 3 components: the post-therapy level at end of EBRT (denoted as post-therapy PSA [ptPSA]), the short-term evolution in the first year after RT (denoted f 1 (t)) and the long-term evolution (denoted f 2 (t)) as described in Figure 1 . The function of time t which gave a good description of the short-term evolution of ln(PSA(t)+0.1) was HAL author manuscript inserm-00263863, version 1
Proust-Lima 6 f 1 (t)=((1+t) -1.5 -1). The long-term evolution was best described using a linear function f 2 (t)=t, corresponding to an exponential PSA rise. The model also included a Gaussian random-effect for each individual for each phase to account for between-person differences in the pattern of PSA. Details are provided in Appendix 1. Association of prognostic covariates iPSA, T-stage and Gleason score with the ptPSA level, short-term PSA fall and long-term trend were tested with the Wald test and the statistically significant associations were retained in the final model. To develop the LMM, the three phase PSA model was first fit independently to each cohort. In a second step, cohorts were pooled and the same LMM fit with the addition of cohort-specific fixed effects on the three phases of PSA evolution to account for heterogeneity.
Once the LMM was defined, a Cox proportional hazards regression with time-varying covariates was used to evaluate the association of pre-treatment prognostic factors and post-treatment pattern of PSA with the time to recurrence of prostate cancer after EBRT (Appendix 1). Two time-varying measures of PSA were considered as predictors: transformations of the absolute level and of the slope of PSA. Using a "twostage" analysis (22) , both quantities were firstly estimated at current time t from the LMM for PSA, using respectively the individual predicted means and derivatives of the mean function. In a second-stage, we inserted into the Cox model chosen transformations of these individual predictions. Salvage ADT was included as a binary time-varying predictor set to 0 before ADT and 1 after initiation of ADT. Cox regression was first applied independently to each cohort. Next the cohorts were pooled in order to evaluate the common effect of the prognostic factors on the risk of recurrence. When pooling the cohorts, a stratification of baseline risk functions over the cohorts was done to account for the heterogeneity of the risk of recurrence over cohorts. Regression parameters significance was tested using the Wald test. All analyses were performed by the SAS statistical software system Version 9.1, and statistical tests performed at the two-sided =0.05 level of significance.
RESULTS
Description of the cohorts
A total of 4247 patients were eligible for analysis (Table 1) . Of these 339 (12.2%) clinical recurrences HAL author manuscript inserm-00263863, version 1
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were observed, the proportion varying from 5.6% for PMCC to 16.9% for UM cases. The median time until first clinical recurrence was 4.1 years while the median time until last contact for those who did not have any recurrence was 5.4 years. In total 40,324 PSA measurements were analyzed over the 5 cohorts and the median number of PSA measures per patient was 9. As can be seen from Table 1 , each cohort contained a broad range of patients and there were some statistically significant differences between the cohorts. For example, subjects from WBH were a little older (p<0.001), subjects from RTOG9406 had very few T-stage 3 and 4 patients (p<0.001) and the pre-treatment PSA values tended to be higher in the RBH cohort (p<0.001). Total dose of EBRT also differed between cohorts and was lowest in RBH (median =63.2 Gy) and highest in RTOG9406 (median=78.0 Gy).
PSA pattern and its determinants
Influences of pre-treatment PSA (iPSA), T-stage and Gleason score on the three phases of post-radiation PSA time course ( Figure 1 ) are shown in Table 2 and interpretation of the parameters is given in 
Risk of recurrence and its determinants
Relative risks for the prognostic factors obtained for the four suitable cohorts (excluding RBH) and for the overall pooled cohort are given in Table 3 ; separated by whether or not post-radiation PSA dynamics HAL author manuscript inserm-00263863, version 1
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(absolute level and rate of change) were adjusted for in the analysis. Across all four cohorts current PSA level contributed statistically significant prognostic information independent to all pre-radiation prognostic factors (nearly all p<0.001). Similarly, the rate of PSA change was highly significant in all cohorts (p<0.001) except RTOG 9406 (p=0.28). In the pooled analysis both factors were highly significant in predicting clinical failure (both p<0.001). Therefore, for the same iPSA, T-stage level and Gleason score, the higher the current level of PSA, the higher the risk of recurrence and likewise, for identical current PSA levels, the risk of recurrence was higher in those with a higher current rate of PSA rise. Statistical significance of all the pre-treatment prognostic factors was reduced when the post-radiation PSA profile (which included both the current level of PSA and current rate of rise of PSA) was adjusted for in the recurrence for the PSA dynamics, the impact of a salvage ADT received during the follow-up was consistent over cohorts, the risk of recurrence being reduced by 67% after a salvage ADT (RR=0.33, 95%CI=0.24,0.46), whereas when neglecting the influence of PSA dynamics on the risk of recurrence, the impact of a salvage ADT was typically larger than one and was heterogeneous over the cohorts with a relative risk varying from 0.72 for WBH to 4.11 for RTOG9406.
Evaluation of other factors on disease progression
This model provided a framework to assess the impact of other factors. As an illustration, we evaluated the impact of the EBRT dose and patient age on clinical outcome. ). Figure 3 shows the impact of dose on post-radiation PSA trajectories.
The effect of age on post-treatment PSA and risk of recurrence are displayed in Table 4 
DISCUSSION
A great deal is known about PSA and the risk of therapeutic failure when prostate cancer is treated with radiation therapy. It is of well described prognostic significance when measured prior to therapy (3, 23) , and there appears to be post-therapy prognostic implications attached to the failure of PSA to reach a low nadir (4, 24) or to a rising PSA pattern (9, 19, (25) (26) (27) . However, the measurement error in PSA, high variability between patients, multiple aspects of the post-radiation PSA profile, and the need to integrate (3, 28, 29) . These are soundly reiterated in the present data when used without consideration of the post-therapy PSA dynamics. However, their prognostic influence is largely abrogated by inclusion of the temporal absolute and relative PSA levels into the prognostic model, suggesting that the pattern of PSA following EBRT is of major prognostic significance for clinical recurrence. This is not a new concept, with investigators previously suggesting that indices such as PSA doubling time (dT) be factored into patient follow-up assessment (9, 11, 24) . Our model strengthens that call, with consistent findings to suggest that both the dT and the absolute PSA be taken into account, rather than only HAL author manuscript inserm-00263863, version 1
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traditional pre-treatment variables, when estimating the risk of clinical failure in a patient who is being considered for salvage therapy.
Although the data cannot directly offer rules for the optimal timing of salvage ADT, it does provide increased appreciation into the true therapeutic effect it has. Using conventional analysis, including salvage ADT as a time-dependent covariate showed no consistent effect with the relative risk of failure related to its use varying from a benefit to a strong detrimental outcome across cohorts while a consistent benefit to salvage ADT use was seen when accounting for the PSA dynamics. This suggests in the simplified analysis the therapeutic effect is overwhelmed by the PSA dynamic factors, given that these same factors are likely to be strongly aligned with those used in the decision to implement salvage ADT.
Conversely, the impact of stage and high grade cancers of clinical failure becomes less pronounced once PSA follow-up data is included, suggesting that their effect is largely spelled out through PSA dynamics.
Thus, the approach we use provides an appropriate framework to evaluate how factors are involved in the progression of prostate cancer, and especially whether their effect on clinical recurrence is mediated by their effect on PSA post-treatment evolution. This statistical model can be used as a framework for consideration of the impact of other factors. We illustrated this with age at diagnosis and dose of radiation, but it could also be used for factors such as field size, pre-treatment PSA doubling time, fraction size or pre-treatment biomarkers. We found dose associated with clinical recurrence as has been observed by others (28, 29) but interestingly, we found that the association between higher dose of radiation and lower risk of recurrence was completely mediated by the association between dose of radiation and the post-radiation-therapy PSA pattern and particularly the long-term rate of PSA rise. Over the five cohorts, age at diagnosis was independently associated with the risk of recurrence adjusting or not for the PSA dynamics with younger subjects having a higher risk of recurrence. This suggests that age is associated with clinical recurrence but not with the long-term pattern of PSA kinetics after adjusting for other factors. However, this finding would need to be substantiated in other studies before it can be clinically implemented, as the significance of age as an outcome predictor is still unclear (30) .
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One strength of the findings in this paper was the high degree of replication of the important prognostic factors across five large independent cohorts, suggesting a high degree of validity and generalizability.
There is a degree of subjectivity in the assessment of both Gleason score and T-stage, thus despite potential differences in these between cohorts, it is noteworthy that they show consistent effects. The high levels of statistical significance seen, particularly in the combined analyses, naturally relates to the analytic power afforded by the large and diverse cohorts. The generalizability we have seen across cohorts does in no way, however, diminish the need for well designed prospective validation studies. One restriction is that the data is limited to those treated with EBRT alone, and as such is not able to be extrapolated to those treated with combined neoadjuvant or adjuvant ADT, or brachytherapy which are known to have quite different PSA evolution (31) .
The complexity of the statistical modelling we have used to account precisely both for PSA pattern and For subject i (i=1,...,N) and occasion j (j=1,...,n i ), PSA(t ij ) is the PSA level measured at time t ij after the end of EBRT and PSA * (t ij )=log(PSA(t ij )+0.1) the PSA level in the logarithm scale. Evolution of PSA * was described using the following linear mixed model (21):
The pattern of PSA * after EBRT was divided into three phases (Figure 1) : post-therapy level, short-term evolution in the first year after EBRT (f 1 (t)), and long-term evolution (f 2 (t)). The functions f 1 and f 2 relating time to PSA levels in short-and long-term phases were determined using a profile likelihood method yielding f 1 =(1+t) λ -1 with λ=-1.5, and f 2 (t)=(t) 1+α /(1+t) α with ¡ α=0; (µ 0, µ 1, µ 2 ), (X 0i , X 1i ,X 2i ), and (β 0 ,β 1 ,β 2 ) are phase-specific intercepts, covariates and regression parameters; u i =(u 0i ,u 1i ,u 2i ) T are phase-specific random-effects Normally distributed with mean 0 and variance-covariance matrix B; ε ij are residual error terms Normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ 2 . When pooling the cohorts, different phasespecific intercepts were considered for each cohort.
Interpretation of the LMM parameters:
Post-treatment PSA (ptPSA) is defined as the PSA value immediately following the end of EBRT. For parameters associated with ptPSA, intercept denotes the average ln(PSA+0.1) value at the beginning of post-treatment period for an initial pre-treatment PSA (iPSA) of .9. The parameter for iPSA denotes the change in the transformed ptPSA (ln(ptPSA+0.1)) corresponding to a unit-increase in transformed iPSA (ln(iPSA+0.1)).
Short-term PSA dynamics is the change in ln(PSA+0.1) for a unit-increase of the time transformation variable f 1 (t)=((t+1) 
For example if iPSA=10, T-stage=2 and Gleason=7, 
